




LEARNING AND 
DEVELOPMENT





Most Learners won’t watch videos longer than 4 min.



What is Microlearning?
• Benefits of Microlearning
• Microlearning effectiveness.

The Three C’s of content Generation
• Best practices for Designing

Microlearning

Developing your own Microlearning
• Using the Microlearning design model.



Let’s say you want to learn something new in Microsoft Word. 

Which would you choose and why?

• Watch a two minute
video on YouTube

• Watch a ten min video
done by your team

• Go to a one hour
in-person class



A piece of learning content that can be 
consumed in no more than five min. 



ASK YOURSELF WHAT WOULD YOU WANT.
WOULD YOU GIVE UP YOUR TIME IN A BUSY DAY FOR THIS 

LEARNING?
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• Environmental Career Worker training program in Chicago
has 18 learners that are currently in Job Readiness course.

Microlearning Goal:
Learn how to tie a Windsor knot for a Job interview.

CURATE CREATE CROWDSOURCE



• Environmental Career Worker training program in Chicago
• Has about 10 staff members that are involved in outreach and

recruitment.

Microlearning Goal:
employ the top speaking points while recruiting candidates for the ECWT 
program.

CURATE CREATE CROWDSOURCE



M I L E
The MIcroLEarning Design Model

IDENTIFY 
PERFORMANCE 
OBJECTIVES

DETERMINE 
PROGRAM 
TECHNOLOGY 
AND STRUCTURE

CREATE OR SELECT 
RESOURCES

PROMOTE

MONITOR AND 
MODIFY



Microlearning is a hot topic in talent development; however, while many agree that microlearning is delivered in bite-
sized chunks, further details vary. To bring some clarity to this topic, the Association for Talent Development (ATD) 
surveyed 596 talent development professionals, finding that 38 percent currently use microlearning and another 41 
percent plan to start within the next year. Microlearning: Delivering Bite-Sized Knowledge investigates the primary 
delivery methods organizations use for microlearning, as well as the effectiveness and top barriers of microlearning
activities.
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